During the week of February 13 to 17, 20 pairs of delegates were trained in inclusive videoconferencing.

A first taste of the Federation Assembly

With delegates from 12 countries:
Honduras, Egypt, Kenya, Switzerland, Poland, France, Canada, Argentina, Dominican Republic, Mexico, Brazil and Australia!

We spoke 6 languages:
English, French, Spanish, Arabic, Portuguese, Swahili and we understood each other thanks to great interpreters.

At different times depending on the time zone...
And it was complicated! We made a lot of mistakes in translating the UTC times into the times of our countries. Here is an application that helps to translate the times.

www.worldtimebuddy.com

This training will be offered again
April 17-18, from 7am UTC to 11:30am UTC in French and English
And on April 20th and 21st, from 3pm UTC to 7:30pm UTC in English and Spanish.
SOME TIPS ON HOW TO BE UNDERSTOOD IN A VIDEO CONFERENCE:

Talk to the camera, not the big screen

Set up, not too far, not too close

Prepare your notes to remember what you want to say

Get to know each other